Questions
Tie Break : How many dietary calories are there in the average avocado
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What was the score in last weekend’s Champions League final in which Barcelona beat M<an Utd?
Which president this week wrote that they “would rather be a swiss farmer”?
How many times were buzzers pressed in the first semi-final of Britain’s got talent?
Ratko “Mall add itch” is battling extradition to face war crimes in the Hague, spell “Mall add itch”?
True or false The Hague is in Holland?
Who presents bargain hunt?
What does a conchologist study?
Who became Member of Parliament for Huntingdon in 1628?
Who became Member of Parliament for Huntingdon in in 1983?
Who put the first bid on eBay for Princess Beatrice’s hideous royal wedding hat?
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In geometry what is the name given something with a position but no extension?
What four letter word refers to a squashed circle but has no mathematical definition?
What can be both a container and a verb which involves punching?
What links the numbers, 1, 4,9,16 with the eyes of a TV addict?
What is the name given to a mixture of clay and water that can be used to help bind ceramics or can be used
to paint clay?
In which football ground were this year’s league one and league 2 play offs held?
What name is given to a sum of money paid when someone is arrested that acts as a guarantee that they will
turn up for trial?
In origami diagrams what is indicated by a solid thin line?
What was the name of the comedy in which Alan Davies starred as a chef?
What is the link between the answers from 31-39
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In which West Country town or city was Jenny Agutter born?
In which novel do the characters Walter Hartright, Frederick Farlie and Laura Farlie appear?
What word is derived from joining the greek for ancient things and the greek for body of knowledge?
The predominant flavour of gin comes from which berry?
Which butterfly species over several generations migrates from Canada to Mexico?
What is the name of the oldest commissioned warship in the world, which acts as the flagship of the Second
Sea Lord of the Royal Navy?
Who has been promoted to the premier league alongside QPR and Norwich?
What is the name of the star constellation that represents a hunter?
Some Olympic sports take place using water at approximately 19 degrees farenheit. Why will these sports
not be seen in the London 2012 Olympics?
In monopoly how much do you get for coming first in a beauty competition?

